YARDI VOYAGER COMMERCIAL

Optimize your business with the most comprehensive property management software in the industry

Manage operational, financial, leasing and maintenance activities in one connected database for office, industrial and retail properties. Consolidate property management and financial accounting with real-time performance analytics and automated workflows to manage accounting needs for footprints of all sizes.

CENTRALIZE DATA
Increase data accuracy, save time and get a single source of truth anytime, anywhere by accessing all information in a single database.

SIMPLIFY ACCOUNTING
Leverage a system that meets all applicable accounting and regulatory standards yet is configurable to your unique organizational requirements.

REDUCE COSTS
Lower IT overhead and capital costs with SaaS delivery, combining all real estate software needs in one property management platform.
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COMPREHENSIVE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Gain access to real-time analytics, dashboards, documents and data to enable better decision-making and transparency.

SPREADSHEET REPORTING
Create and publish presentation-quality custom reports with multiple sections, text, grids and graphs for internal and external audiences.

AUTOMATED LEASE ADMINISTRATION
Set up complex office, industrial and retail leases and amendments with an automated workflow including option management and encumbrance tracking.

EXPENSE RECOVERIES
Simplify setup of complex expense recoveries and automate CAM statements and management.

ROLE-BASED DASHBOARD
View management tasks and performance across an entire portfolio in a single, user-friendly interface.

Build a comprehensive enterprise solution with Yardi Voyager as the foundation to the full Yardi Commercial Suite.
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